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Hilti firestop and construction chemical products 
with astM-G21 zero growth rating.

CFS-S SIL GG
CFS-S SIL SL
CP 606
CP 617
CP 618
CP 620
CP 637

CP 643N
CP 644
CP 648-E
CP 648-S
CP 653
CP 675T
CP 680-P

CP 680-M
CF 812
CFS-BL
CFS-CC
CFS-DID
CFS-PL

CFS-SL GP
CFS-SL SK 
CFS-SK RK
CFS-SP WB
CFS-T
FS-ONE

Testing for Mold Resistance

ASTM G-21 defines test ratings “0 no growth” as material that does not serve as a nutrient for 
micro organisms. The test method used to determine the effect of fungi on materials is ASTM G-21 
“Determining Resistance of Synthetic Polymeric Materials to Fungi”. Tested samples are the test is 
conducted by placing a sample of material on a surface of agar and sprayed with fungi spore. The sample 
is then covered and incubated at 82 to 86ºF (28 to 30ºC) and not less then a 85% relative humidity for 
minimum 28 days. The only potential nutrient is the sample itself. If the sample is not attacked by fungi 
then the material is considered mold and mildew resistant. The material is then given a rating of 0, 1, 2, 3 
or 4 with 0 being the best.
 
In order to better serve our customers, Hilti subjects all of its firestop and construction chemical products 
to the ASTM G-21 test.

The above listed Hilti products have received an ASTM G-21 rating of 0. Hilti firestop and chemical 
construction products not listed here have been tested for ASTM G21, many of them receiving an ASTM 
G-21 rating of 1. A rating of 1 represents a significantly small amount of growth (less than 10%) and would 
still be considered mold and mildew resistant. 

Please ask your local Hilti representative for more information. 08
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CP 680
STAND OFF KIT

Instructions for custom cutting
CP680 with Stand Off
• Stand off component provides a pre- or post-

poured solution for water containment and riser 
clamp support of vertical pipe penetrations

• Quick and easy installation, no special tools required

• Stand Off component may be installed before or 
after the concrete is poured

Example: For an 8” concrete deck you would need to 
have your CP 680 2” cut down to 7-1/16”

Legend: A = Height of CP 680  B = Height of concrete 
 C = Height of coupler  D = Height of lid

CP 680-2” dia

CP 680-3” dia

CP 680-4” dia

CP 680-6” dia

Coupler

(C)
Coupler w/ 1/8” Lid

(C+D)
13/16” 15/16”

1”

1 3/16” 1 5/16”

1 1/8”

1 5/16” 1 7/16”

Stand Off Kit

A = B - (C + D)


